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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview

of the analysis of data collected by the National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAEP). In simplest terms, the-analysis can be
characterized as establishing baseline estimates of the percentages

of young Americans possessing certain skills, knowledge,
understandings, and attitudes and producing estimates of changes in

these percentages overtime. The baseline estimates permit
comparisons of various subgroups. This paper begins with brief

descriptions of key activities. The first sections generally describe

the methods used to develop objectives and exercises, select the
assessment sample, prepare material for the administration of an

assessment, administer the booklets, and score the items. .The later

Sections contain discussions about the NAEP analysis including
computations used and potential secondary analyses.. Appendices cover

a variety of topics including adjustment procedures used in the

analysis such as balancing and weight smoothing, methods for equating

scores across booklets, and an approach for studying response
patterns and bias. Primary type of information provided by report:

Procedures (Analysis) (Data Processing). (SW)
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the analysis

of data collected by the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP).. In simplest terms, the analysis can be characterized as estab-

lishing baseline estimates of the percentages of young Americans,poss-

easing certain skills, knowledge, understandings and attitudes and

producing estimates of changes in these percentages over time. The

baseline estimates permit comparisons of various subgroups.

It should be
.5..

\emphasized that National Assessment is not designed to

monitor changes or growthrowth in achievement of individual students. Its

purpose is to re rt on the :current educational status 'f young
Americans and to moriitor any changes in achievement over time. The way
National Assessment\ as chosen to do this is to monitor three in-school
age groups--9-, 13 and 17-year-olds--to see if they are gaining or

losing ground in cam arison to predecessors of the same age groups in

prior assessients. When resources permit, the Assessment also includes
a sample of. young adults aged 26 to 35 and a sample of 17-year-olds who
are not enrolled in a secondary school, National Assessment has

conducted major assessmentslin art, career and occupational development,
citizenship, literature, mathematics, music, reading, science, social

studies, writing and in several other learning areas on a smaller scale.
Nine of these major areas hwve been reassessed. one ,or more times.

Learning areas and ages assessed since 1969 are shown in Exhibit 1.

Learning area assessments evolve from a consensus process. Each

assessment is the product of many months of work by a great many educa-
tors, scholars and lay persons from all over the nation. After assess-

', ment materials have been developed, field tested and reviewed, exercises
(items) and background questions are assembled into booklets that can be
completed by respondents in about 45 minutes. Each booklet contains a

unique set of from four to thirty or more exercises from a specific

learning area and a common set of background questions. ExerciSes may

have only one part that requires eit4her a multiple choice or a written

response, or they may include several parts, such as multiple questions

about a reading passage or Several questions about the same topic.

Exercises are included from previous assessments to measure changesin
achievement, and some exercises are also administered to two or more age
groups.

o



Exhibit 1. Learning Areas and Ages Assessed from 1969 to 1982,
ti

Assessment Year/Learning.Areas . Ages Assessed*
9 13 171S 1705 Adult

1 1969-70
Science X X X
Writing X X X
Citizenship X X X

2--1970-71

Reading X X X
Literature X X V> X

3-1971-72
Music X X X
Social Studies X X X

X

4-1972-73
Science (2> X X X X
Mathematics X X X X

5-1973-74
Career & Occupational Development X
Writing (2) X

6 --1974 -75

Reading (2) X
Art . X

7 --1975 -76

. Citizenship/Social Studies (2) X X X
Mathematics** X X X

8 --1975 -77

Science (3). X 'X X
Basic Life Skills**
'Health**
Energy**
Reading** (2)
-Science** (3)

9- 1977 -78

Mathematics (2).
Consumer Skills**

10--1978-79
,Art (2)

Music`(2)
Writing (3)

11-1979-80
Reading (3)/Literature (2)
Art.(2)

J

X X X

X X X
X X X

X
X



12-1980-81
No data collection***

13-1981-82
Mathematics (3) X X X

Citizenship/Social Studies (3) X X X

Science** (4) X X X

14-1982-83
No data collection

NOTES:

*177S denotes 17-year-olds enrolled in public or private

schools; 170S denotes 17-year-olds who dropped' out of school

or graduated prior to the time of the assessment. 9

**indicates small, special-interest probe assessments

conducted on limited samples at specific ages.

***First year of. every other year data .collection due to budg-

eting constraints.

( )Shows second and subsequent assessments of an area.

National Assessment uses a deeply stratified, three-stage probability

sample in all school assessments. The first stage .consists of

geographic areas (typically counties). SeCond, within each geographic

area both public and private schools are sampled.. Third, within each

sampled school a separate random sample of students is drawn, and each

student is randomly' assigned to respond, to one of the exercise booklets.,
Seventeen-year-olds who are no longer in school are typically drawn from

lists of dropouts and early graduates from sampled schools. Young

adults are drayn from randomly selected households within the sampled

geographic areas. Out -of- school 17-year-olds and young adults have

been asked to answer up .to four exercise booklets.

For a particular learning area,, between three and fifteen different

booklets of exercises are developed for each, age group. Since each
Student in school responds to only one booklet, this means that there 51

are multiple student samples for each age group.. A specific-school is
likely to have more than one booklet atministration; however, booklet
administrations are randomly allocated to -schools.,

In each assessment, 13-year-olds are assessed in 06tobe*. through

December, 9 -year -olds in January and February, and 17-year-olds in March

and April. Thus, the amount of school experience in terms of time spent

in school is approXimately the same in each assessment for each age

group. (Young adults and out-of-school 17-year-olds are typically

assessed during the summer months.) '



The exercises for each assessment are administered by e professional
data collection staff to minimize the burden on participating schools
and to maximize uniformity of assessment conditions. InstrUctions and
items are recorded on a paced audio tape and played back to students to
reduce the potential effect of reading difficulties and to insure that
all students move through the booklets at the same speed.

Multiple- choice items are scored by an optical scanning machine;
open-ended items are hand-scared by trained scorers using scoring guides
that define categories of acceptable and unacceptable responses. ,' These
scoring guides are developed following field testing of the items and
then revised and refined during receipt of initial assessment data.

:n addition to reporting national results, National Assessment
provides data on the performance of various population subgroups within
the national population: sex, race, region of the country, \size and
type of. 'ommunity lived in, grade and level of parental education.
National Assessment aggregates percentages of success on various sets of
items to provide data on changes in performance between assessments and
on the differential performance of population subgroups.

This paper begins with brief descriptions of key activicies. The
first sections generally'describe the z(ethods used to develop objectives
and exercises, select the assessment \samrle, prepare'mateeiai for the
administration of an assessment, administer the booklets' and score the

10;

items. The latter sections contain dis ussions about the MEP analysis
including computations ' used and tential, secondary analyses.
Appendices cover a variety of topic; inclilding adjustment procedures
used in the analysis such as balancing and weight smoothing, methods for
equating scores across booklets and an approach for studying
response patterns and bias. 0

Additional detail is contained in several MEP publications which are
listed at appropriate places in the text. Four key publications are:

AY-SA-50 Exploring_ National Assessment Data through Secondary
Analysis, 1982.

SY-DT-50 Introduction to the National Assessment of
Progress Public Use Data Tapes, 1981.

11-RL-40 Procedural Handbook: 1970-80 Reading and
Assessment, 1981 ED 210 500.

:12-IP-57 Issues in the hnal sis and Analysis of Chan

Educational

Literature

e of National
Assessment Data, 1980.



CHAPTER 1

KEY ACTIVITIES LEADING TO ANALYSIS

Assessment Planning and Objective Development

The primary4oal of National Assessment is to report on the current
educational status of young Americans and to monitor any changes in

achievement over time.

Planning for a future assessment begins almost three years before the
start of data collection. It is a twophase approach that involves 1)
preplanning and 2) detailed background research into all aspects of a
given learning area. The planning phase lasts about six months.

Preplanning involves a review and update of National Assessment long
range plans and includes factors such as length of time since the last
assessment of a learning area, budget projections and constraints, and

importance of the learning area to state and local educational groups,
federal' agencies and congressional groups.

After the Assessment Policy Committee (APC) has determined that a
learning area should be assessed, staff begins detailed background
research on the area. This detailed background research includes a

review of%all aspects of the previous assessment(s) to identify problem
areas4-'a review of recent curricular innovations to ensure the most
relevant assessment materials; and a review of existing measurement

capabilities 30 that the' latest measurement research and technology is
included in or accounted for in the redevelopment process. Curriculum
and research specialists in the' learning area are, also identified dur".ng

this phase.

The goal of the assessment planning process is a comprehensive plan

that includes a rationale for assessing the learning area, describes

operational and budget constraints, describes development needs,

outlines personriel assignments and schedules and sets out a tentative
assessment design, including analysis and reporting possibilities. For

each learning area to be assessed, MEP asks consultants to develop
objectives that define the subject area. In 'addition, they are asked to

create guidelines for exercise writers by specifying examples of ehe
knowledge, skills and attitudes to be assessed at each age level.

To develop an assessment that is truly national in scope and takes

intel'accountthe diversity of curricula,: values and goals -across the
country, Nat oval Assessment employs a consensus process for developing
objectives, involving representation of many different groups of people.

Several types of consultants help either to develop new objectives or

to review. and' revise existing .NAEP objectives developed (or

assessments. Educators and scholars, including.college and university
specialists, classroom teachers, curriculum supervisors and fersons

involved. in teacher education, make sure that the objectives include .

1



concepts, skills and attitudes that the schools should be teaching and
those that they presently are teaching. Concerned citizens, parents and
other interested lay persons have to agree that the objectives are
important for young people to \achieve, are free of education jargon and
are not biased or offensive to any groups. Consultants are representa
tive of the different regions of the country, minority groups, various
types of communities, age levels, education philosophies, and so on.

I

As an example an outline of the Reading objectives developed for the
1979-80 assessment follows:

I. Values reading and literature
A. Values the benefits of reading for the individual.
B. Appreciates the cultural role of written discourse as a way Of

transmitting, sustaining and changing the values of a society

II. Comprehends written works
A. Comprehends words and lexical relationships
B. Comprehends propositional relationships

C. Comprehends textual relationships

III. Responds to written works in interpretive and evaluative ways
A. Extends understanding of written works through interpretation
B. Evaluates written works

IV. Applies study skills in reading
2- A. Obtains information from nonprose reading .facilitators

B. Uses the Various parts of a book
C. Obtains information from materials commonly found in libraries

or resource centers
D. Uses various study techniques

Development of Exercises

Exercises areAev014ed--to provide information about achievement
levels for objletives an subobjectives or cells of a content matrix.
lach exercise. is designed 30 that its results either can be used alone,
as an indicator of performance on a specific task, or used in conjunc
tion with results from other exercises to give a more general picture of
achievement levels. Exerdises are developed to provide information
suitable for analyzing changes in performance over time. In this sense
they need to be replicable and a valid measure of achievement over time.

Most item writing is done by groups of people knowledgeable, in the
subject area. Individuals generate items, which are then reviewed and
revised by other professionars in the subject area. Reviewers consider
agelevel appropriateness, accuracy of content, how well the item meas
ures a question or objective, and readability. Exercises passing the
group review are edited by the National Assessment staff to fit NAEP

1

format and technical requirements.
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The exercises produced by the writing groups are field tested in

schools across the country to discover potential problems in wording,
directions or administration procedures and to collect item statistics,
timing information and scoring information. "Tryout" schools are
selected to represent high- and low-income communities as Well as more
typical communities.

After the initial exercise pool is developed and field tested,

consultants review the exercises and accompanying tryout data to insure
that content areas are adequately covered. These .people edit the

existing exercises and generate new ones, which again, are field tested.

Finally, all items considered appropriate for inclusion in an assess-
ment are reviewed in a series oronferences by numerous consultants.
Exercises for each age group are reviewed by a variety of subject-matter
specialists including classroom teachers. Lay citizens, representing a
variety of occupations and interests, also eeview the exercises,
checking for any type of bias and considering the general importance of
each exercise. For more detailed information, see The National
Assessment Approach to Objectives and Exercise Development (1980).

Preparation of Assessment Materials

,Following the selection of exercises to be included in an assessment,
oNgtional Assessment staff group and sequence items into exercise book-
lets. Since students at.different ages receive somewhat different sets
of exercises, booklets are constructed.separately for each age level.

The following constraints are observed in the preparation of exercise
booklets:

-- Each booklet contains exercises of varying difficulty so that

students will not become bored by many easy exercises or discour-
aged by many difficult exercises.

--, Booklets are designed to be as parallel as possible with respect
to the number of different objectives measured. Exercises meas-
uring a particular objective are scattered throughout the booklets
so that many different students. will respond to questions related
to a particular objective.

-- Exercises cannot cue other exercises. In other words, the anslr
to one exercise cannot be contained in another exercise in the
same booklet.

-- Each booklet is timed so that it will take no more than 45

minutes--the length of atypical class period--of a student's
time. Booklets contain approximately 30 to 35 minutes of exercise
time and an additional 10 to 15 minutes of introductory, material,
instructions and background questions.

-3
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National Assesiment makes every effort to minimize difficulties

connected with the'testing situation so that results will be, as nearly
as possible, an accurate reflection of what students know and can do.
For example, students have marked their answers directly in the assess-
ment booklets, not on separate answer sheets. It is felt that this
procedure reduces the possibility of errors in marking answer sheets,
especially for the younger students. To minimize guessing, stidents are.
encouraged to write "I don't know" on the answer line for open-ended
questions or to select the "I don't know" response option included with
each multiple-choice exercise if they feel they do not 'know the answer
to a question.

Paced audio tapes have been used with each exercise booklet to mini-
mize the effect of any reading difficulties and to 'insure that all
students move through the booklets at the same speed. In addition, the
use of tapes helps to insure uniform assessment conditions across the
country. The following is a typical introduction used with students
being assessed.-

"You have been chosen, to take part in the National Assessment of
Educational Progress. More than 80,000 people from all parts of the
United States participate in this program each year. The purpose of
National Assessment is to find out the things people know and can do
as a result of their education. Although many of the tests you take
are given to find out .how well you do compared 't4 other students,
National Assessment is different. It is interested in finding out
how many students kno4 or can do certain things. The results are
used to make improvements in 'American Education.

Many of the questions you will be answering look like the usual kind
of 'test questions. Because it is a survey, you may find that ,some
question's seem easy to answer, and others seem hard. It i3 impor-
tant to answer every question carefully.

Your answers will not be shown to anyone is your school_ and your
name will not appear on any materials leaving school.

Now open the booklet to page 2."

Sampling

The target populations for each assessment consist of 9-, 13- and.

17-year-olds enrolled in either public or private schools at the timeof
the assessment who are not functionally handicapped to the extent that
they cannot participate in an assessment. Specific groups excluded are:
non-English-speaking persons, those identified as nonreaders, persons
physically or mentally unable to respond, and persons in institutions or
attending schoolt established for the physically or mentally handi-
capped. See Table 1 for peicent of students excluded.



TABLE 1

PERCENT OF STUDENTS EXCLUDED FROM AN ASSESSMENT

Groups Excluded 9

Age

17

Non-English-speaking 1.4 1., 0.9

EMIT" 2.0 2.1 1.5

Functionally disabled
and other 1.7 1.8 1.1,

Non-readers 4 ) *

Included 94.9 94.8 96.5

TOTAL 100.0 '10.0 100.0

'Less than one-half of one-tenth of -311 percent.

National Assessment does not follow up specific individuals from one
assessment to the next. However, in each assessment year, participants
are carefully selected to represent each age level. The definitions of

(
the target populations are identical in each assessor nt.7---fkowev\:;rothe
sample design used to obtain representative sample of the targe pu-
lations maybe modified somewhat between assessor nts. The sampling
approach used is planned to approach optimal economic efficiency.

National Assessment uses.a deeply stratified, clustered three-stage,
national probability sample design with oversampling of low-income and
rural areas. In the first stage, the United States is divided into
geographical units of counties or groups of contiguous counties meeting
a minimum population size requirement of 50,000. These units, called
primary sampling unit3 (PSUs), are stratified by region and size of
community (See Appendix 1). From the list of PSUs, a sample of PSUs is
drawn (without replacement) with probability proportional to population
size measurls, reprettnting all regions and sizes of -communities.
Oversampling of low-income and extreme-rural areas is first performed at
this stage by.adjusting the estimated population size measures of those
areas to increase sampling rates. Within PSUs, Census Employment Survey
Data are used to further delineate and oversample low-income areas.
Counties with high proportions of rural families are also oversampled.
Oversampling is a deliberate sampling of a portion of the population at

I - 5\-
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a higher rate than the remainder of the population in order to insure

adequate representation of that sub-population.

In the second stage, all public and prifate schools within each .PSU
selected in the first stage- are listed. Schools within each PSU are
selected without replacement with approximately equal probabilities such
that the number of booklets assigned to a school are proportional to the
number of age-eligibles in the school.

The third stage of sampling occurs during the 'data collection. A

list of all age-eligible students within each selected school is

prepared. A simple random selection of eligible students (without

replacement) is obtained, and exercise bOoklets are administered to

selected students by specially trained personnel.

. - Each respondent in the sample does not have the\ same probability of
primarilyselection, primarily because some subpopulations dare oversampled at

twice the .rE-17ed adjustments are made to compensate\for some schools'
refusal to p rticipate and for student nonresponse. Th selection prob-

ability for ach 'individual is computed, and its reciprocal is used to
we4ght ea espouse in any statistical calculation to Compensate for
uhe- rates of sampling and to insure proper representation_ in the
population structure.

..

The number of PSUs, schools within PSUs and students within' schools_

is determined by optimum Sampling principles., That is, a Sample design
is selected that will achieve the maximum preCision for a given' level of
resources. The curtent design' uses about 75. PSUs in each assessment and
1,100 SChools. The number of students assessed has varied ftom 60 to
over 100 thousand depending upon resources available.

Data ColleCtion

Participation in the :National Assessment is voluntary. NAEP makes

every effort to ::[encourage.the schools initially selected in the sample
to participate-in theassessment, and National. Assessment and Research
Triangle Institute staffs have obtained high rates of school cooperation
(over 90 percent). Student cooperation rates are also high, especially
for '9- and .11-year-Olds (90 percent, 85 percent, respectively). Special

follow -up procedures employed in recent years secure over 80 percent'

cooperation at age W. For more information, see Access to School
Districts, Schools and Nonstudents (1980).. .

IF

. A professional data collectiOn staff from the 'Research' Triangle
Institute, Raleigh,: North Carolina, has been used so that the burden on
participating Schools would ho minimized---and to assure uniform acOinis-
ti.ation conditions.

National Assessment protects the anonymity of each respondent..

Students' names are liSted with their booklet identification number to
enable verification if necessary., However, these rists do not leave the
schools and. are: destroyed six months following the assessment.

- 6 -



School officials are asked to respond to: a questionnaire asking about
the enrollment in various grades, the 'types of communities in which the
students live and the general occupational levels of the people in the
community. The assessment administrator codes each student's birth
date, sex, grade, racial/ethnic classification and identification number
cn his or her booklet. ' Six different racial classifications are used:
white, black, Spanish heritage, American Indian or Alaskan native,
Pacific.Islander or Asian, and unclassified.

Each age group is assessed at approximately the same time of the
school year in each assessment. As noted previously, 13-year-olds are
assessed in October through December, 9-year-olds in January and
February and 17-year-olds in March and April.

Following data collection, assessment administrators send completed
booklets to the scoring contractor, Westinghouse DataScore Systems, Iowa
City, Iowa. Booklets are counted and quality-checked to verify that
correct administrative procedures were followed. Coded identification
information is also checked for accuracy.

Scoring

Scoring and conversion of the data into machine-readable PArm have
been contracted to Westinghouse DataScore Systems. Responses to multi-
ple-choice exercises are read directly by optical scanning machines. A
special staff has scored, responses to open-ended exercises by hand.
Scorers used well defined-guides to categorize responses and code the
information into ovals that can be read by the optical scanning machine.

Scorers are' carefully trained in the use of the scoring guides by

scoring sample responses until they feel comfortable using the.guides
and categorizing the data reliably. To further ensure the quality and

. consistency of Scoring open-ended exercises, quality - control checks are

conducted at regular intervals. If discrepancies in scoring became
apparent, scorers were _retrained andi* on some occasions, responses were
rescored.

To measure changes in performance accurately, all responses to open,'
ended items collected in successive assessments of the same subject area
either were mixed together and categorized at the same time by the same
scorers, or calibration samples were used.

Data Analysis

Measures of Achievement .

. National Assessment reports the performance of groups of students,
not individuals. The basic measure of achievement is the percentages
responding acceptably to an item. This percentage is an estimate of the
percentage of 9, 13- or 17-year-olds, who would give acceptable
responses to. a given item if every 9, 13- or 17year-old in the country
were assessed.

1



To present a general picture of comparisons between subgroupS and
changes in achievement, National Assessment summarizes the performance
for each assessment (either for the entire learning-area or for some
appropriate set of exercises) by using the mean, or arithmetic average
of percentages of acceptable responses' to the exercises. .

Percentage of acceptable responses are used because each item is

tesIzned as a separate measure of some aspect of an objective or subob-
ective. ITIQ purpose of National Assessment is to discw'ier if more or
fewer people are able to answer these items correctly.

In addition to providing national results, National Assessment
reports on the achievement of various subpgpulations of interest.
Groups are defined by region of the country, 'sex, race, `size and type of.
community lived in, grade and level of parents' education. Results for
some additional variables are also analyzed. The definition of-
reporting group's is found in Appindix 1.

Procedures for estimating percentages of acceptable responses to

exercises are dependent on the sample design. Each response by an indi-
vidual is weighted. An estimate of the percentage of a partiCular age
group that would have responded to an-exercise acceptably if the entire
age group were assessed is defined as the weighted number of all the
responses.. A similar ratio of weighti is used to estimate percentages
of acceptable responses for reporting groups or subpopulations of
interest. See appendixes-57-8 for weighting adjustments.

Estimating Variability in Achievement Measures. zonal Assessment
Uses a national probability sample at each age levy 4. to estimate the
proportion of people who would sucesefully complete an exercise. The
particular sample selected is one of a large number of all possible
samples of the same size that could have been selected with the same
sample design. Since an achievement measure computed .from each of the
possible samples would differ from one sample to another, the standard
deviation of this achiiement measure is used as a measure of the -

.sampling variability among achievement measures from all possible
samples. A standard error, based on one particular sample, which esti-
mate this standard deviation serves to estimate that sampling vari-

. ability.
, .

In the interest of ,sampling and cost efficiencies, National
Assessment uses a complex, stratified, multistage probability sample
design. Typically, complex designs do not provide for unbiased or
simple computation of sampling errors. A reasonably good approximation
of standard error estimates Of acceptable response percentages is
obtained by applying the jackknife procedure (Miller, 1964, pp.
1594 -1705; Miller 1968, pp. 567-582; Mosteller and Tukey 1968) to
firitstage sampling units within strata. Standard errors for achieve
ment measures such as group differences, mean percentage or thean"group
differences for a particular assessment year are estimated directly,
taking advantage of features of the jackknife procedure. that are common
to all of these statistics. Since samples for different assessments are
independent, the standard errors of the differences in achievement meas-

8 - la



ures between assessments can be estimated simply by the square root of

the sum of squared standard errors from each of the assessments.

For exploratory and/or special studies such as the publicprivate
tabulations standard .errors are estimated by an equation obtained from

an empirical fit of the standard errors actually computed for the

regular reports (see Chapter 2).

Controlling SyStematic Errors. Systematic errors can be introduced

at any stage of an .assessment -- exercise development, preparation of

exercise booklets, design or administration procedures, field adminis
tration, scoring or analysis. These nonsampling, nonrandom errors
rarely can be quantified, nor can the magnitude of the bias they intro

duce into our estimates be evaluated directly.

Systematic errors can be controlled in large part by employing

uniform administration and scoring procedures and by requiring rigorous
quality control in all phases of an assessment. If the systematic

errors are nearly the same from age to age or group to group, then the

differences in percentages or mean percentages are measured with reduced

bias because subtraction will tend to cancel the effect of the system
atic errors.

Similarly, the effect of systematic errors in different assessment

years can be controlled by carefully replicating in the second assess
ment the procedures carried out in the first. Differences in achieve

ment across assessment years will also be measured with reduced bias
since subtraction will again tend to cancel.systetatic errors.

Although it is not possible for every condition or procedure to

remain exactly the same between assessments conducted several years

apart, National Assessment makes every effort to keep conditions as
nearly the same as possible and to document any changes that are intro

: duced.



CHAPTER 2

ANALYSIS CCMPUTATIONS

Computation of Meatures of Achievement,
Changes in Achievement and Standard Errors

Measures of achievement are obtained by weighting individual
responses appropriately. Reasonably good approximation of standard'
error estimates of these achievement measures can be obtained by
applying the jackknife procedure to firlt-stage sampling units (repli-
cates) within strata, using-the method of successive differences and
accumulating across_strata.

In. this section, the measures of °achievement are first defined in
algebraic form, followed by a description. of the jackknife method used
by NAEP to estimate standard errors.

Measures of Achievement

Based on the sample design, a weight is assigned to every i&iVidual
who responds'to an exercise administered in an assessment. Theweight
is the reciprocal of the probability, with adjustment for nonresponse,
of selecting a particular individual who then takes a particular exer-
cise. Since the probabilities of selection are based on an estimated
number of.people in the target age population, the ,weight for an indi-
vidual estimates the''number.of similar people that indiVidual represents
in the age population.

A sum of the weights : "or all individuals at an age level responding
to an exercise, is an estimate of the total number of people in that age
population. .A sum of weights for all individuals at an age responding
correctly to an exercise is an estimate of the. number of .people who
would be able to respond correctly in the age population if the entire
population were assessed. These concepts also apply to any reporting
group (e.g., defined by region, sex and so on) and category of response
(e.g., correct, incorrect and "I don't know").

Let Wihk - sum of weights for respondents to exercise e who are !.n

reporting subgroup i and who are in the kth replicate of
the hth sampling stratum, and

cihk .1 sum of weights for respondents to exercise e who are in.
reporting subgroupi, who are in the kth replicate of
the .kith sampling stratum, and who selected eesponse
category A (e.g., correct foil or a particular
distractor) for the exercise.

Note that We = Sum ei
ihk ihk 17
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Then, summing k over the %sample replicates. in the stratum h, and

summing over the H sampling strata,

H, SuSum
e

W. = Sum
1++

W.

h=1 k=1

estimates the number of eligibles in the population who are in sub
group i.

ej
n
h j

Similarly, C. = SuBm Sum Ce..

"1++ h=1 k=1

estimates the number of eligibles in the population who are in subgroup
i and who would select response category J for exercise e.

An,estimate of the proportion of the eligibles in the\age population
in group i who woUldselect response category j on exerciSe

\
e

Pi

ej cej iwe
1++ 1++

(1)

In the special case where the proportion of all age eligibles who
would select response category j on exercise e is estimated, the index A
(for ALL) will be used in place of i as follows:

PA
cej iwe

A A++1 A++
(2)

In National Assessment reports, the proportion in (1) multiplied by
100 is called the group percentage, and the propot.tion in (2) multiplied
by 100 is called the national percentage. The difference between the
proportion in subgroup i who would select category j on exercise,e and
the proportion in the nation is denoted by:

de3. j = 17,1 2 PAej and is called delta P. (3)

National Assessment also reports the arithmetic mean of the

Percentage of correct responses over sets of exercises corresponding to
the measures in (1), (2) and (3). These means are taken over the set of
all exercises or a subset of exercises classified by a reporting topic
or content objective. The mean proportion of correct responses taken
over m exercises in some set of exercises corresponding to measures (1),
(2) and (3) are, respectively:

1
= m Sum Ce

1++
/We

1++
. (4)

17
A m Sum cA++e /We

1++
and

e

!4 = 74 17;A .
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Note that the response category subscript j has been suppressed since
the means are understood to be taken over the correct response category
for each exercise.

Each of .these six achievement measures is computed and used in

describing achievement data for any assessment. The simple difference
in these measures between two assessments of the same exercise (or sets
of exercises) provides six measures of change in achievement.

The next -section describes how standard errors are estimated for the
twelve statistics.

Computation of Standard Errors

In order to obtain an approximate measure-of the Sampling variability
in the statistics (1) through (6)., a jackknife replication proelf1. ure for
estimating the sampling variance of nonlinear statistics from cdmplex,
multistage samples was tailored to National Assessment's sample design,
Miller (1966,'1974) and Hosteller and Tukey (1977) proitide'infomatton
about the jackknife technique, while FolsoM (1977) describes how the
procedure is used in estimating standard errors for National
,Assessment's sample designs.

To demonstrate the computational aspects of this technique, consider
estimating the variance of the statistic in (1)--the proportion of age
eligibles in subgroup 1 who would select response category j on exercise
e.

This statistic is based on the data from all the ph replicates in

the H strata. Let pt.hk be defined as a replication estimat
constructed from all the replicates excluding the data from
in stratum h. These replication estimates are computed
excluded replicate had not responded and a reasonable
adjustment is used to replace the data in replicate hk in

ej
e of p. and

replicate k

as if the
nonresponse,
estimating

p0. Several choices for replacing the data in replicate hk are avail.,
able. In order to obtain a convenient and computationally efficient
algorithm for approximating standard errors,- National Assessment re

ej
places Cihk and Wihk from the hkth repliCate with corresponding sums
from another paired replicate in the same stratum. The replicate esti
mate is then computed. The-replicate estimates to be used in the calcu
lations are determined by arranging all the replicates in each stratum
into pairs. That is, replicate 1 is paired with replicate 2, replicate
replicate 2 with replicate 3, 3 with A, ... (nh-1) with nh and replicate
nh with replicate 1.

The contribution to the variance of PV by each pair of replicetes. is
the change in the value of the statistic incurred by replacing the data
from each replicate in the pair, with the da.a from the other replicate
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in the paiP and recomputing p in the usual way. This produces two-
replicate estimates. Squaring the difference between these replicate
estimates and then dividing by eight, produces a measure of, the contrib-
ution.of this pair of replicates to the total variance. The sum of
these contributions over all nh successive pairs in.the stratum contrib-
utions is the estimate of the standard error of p0.

1

Algebraically, the two replicate estimates, for the pair k, k+1
(where) kF1, ... rill and nh+1=1) are

C

.1

ei
- C

ej ej-
. C.

ej 1++ ih(k +1)
.

1-hk ej ej ej
W. Wi + W.1++ hk ih(k+1)

ej ej ej
+ Cihk

ej
C1++

Cih(k+1)
P
i-h(k+1 ej ej ej

W. +
i

W
1++ Wih(k+1) hk

The contribution to the total variance from stratum h is:

var

rill

ih a
Sum P1

-hk
12

1-h(k+111
ej 1 ej,r . - ,j

And, finally, an estimate of the standard error of, Pia is:

(7)

(8)

(9)

H
SE (P? )

h
(Sum var

_pej )1/2
(10)

1 i

Multiplying PV by 100 yields,the,percentage of response to category j..

Multiplying SE(PV) by 00 yields the corresponding estimated standard
error of the percentage.

In general, the 'jackknifeti standard errors of the proportion estimates

will be. larger than the simple random sampling formula (P4/n)
1/2

where p=pti, o=1-42 and n is the number of sampled respondents in sub-

group i who ,took' the exercise. The larger size of SE (p!i ) reflects
mainly the loss of precision due to cluster-sampling of schools and
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students. The ratio of jacknifed standard errors to the simple random
sampling standard error is defined to be the square root of the design.
effect, Design effects are often in the vicinity of 2.

The standard errors for the achievement measures (2) through (6) are
computed through a series of steps analogous to thOse followed in

computing' SE (:V) . The most complicated step in computing standard
errors occurs in forming the paired replicate estimates analogous to (7)
and (8) for each successive pair.of replicates. Cnce this bookkeeping
chore is done, the computations(9) and (10) follow in a straightforward'
manner'.

The standard errors for the differences between two assessments for.
any of the achievement measures (1), through (6) are computed as the
square root of the sum of the squared standard errors from each of the
sepa'rate assessments.

The size of the standard errors. depends primarily on the number of
schools included in the sample, and on the number of respondents in each
of the reporting groups.

The size of the standard errors of the means of the achievement meas
ures for sets of exercises is also influenced by the number of exercises
in the exercise set and the number of booklets over which the items in
the set arespread. Our suggestions for simpler approximations for
standard errors are summarized below.

Design Effect Adjustments. Virtually all. common statistical package&
assume simple random sampling in. computing statistics and their associ-
ated variances. The estimated variances are systematically too. small
(we gain some precision through our stratification, but lose more .
through multistage sampling) . At least for linear statistics--means,,
percentages, etc.--the variances tend to be, too small by a factor of
about 2, called a design effect. That is, our effective sample size is
about one half (1/design effect) of what it would have been with simple
random sampling (SRS). Multiplying the SRS variance estimates by 2 (or
the SRS standard error estimates by the square root of 2) yields esti

t:4 mates of about the appropriate magnitude.

For' standard errors of proportions, the design effect correction
'-,works well. when the proportions are between 0.30 and 0.70. Estimates
for proportionS outside that range tend to be systematically too snail
and'a,further correction is required:

For Simple random sampling:

seP
NN

/177:1777 .

For National Assessment data:

if .30< p\70

sep = v72 FT1:Fri7N design effect correction).

4
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If P < .30 or p > .70,

the above approach provides estimates that are too snail. Averaging the
above estimate with the estimate at the point .30 or .70 provides:

Where

sep .324/ VT37 + 1/2 (2 P(1-P)/n)

= .324/ iTIFY + (P(1-P)/2n)

P = weighted proportion

sep = estimated standard error of a proportion

n = sample size.

For standard errors of exercise .-rcenta es, substitute percentages
for proportions in the above equations (note (1-P) becomes 100(1-P)) and
change .324 to 32.4 in'the last equation.

Estimated Standard Errors for Means of Exercise Percentages. Our

most common summary measure is the average percentage of correct

responses to a set of :exercises. Examples include the average
percentage of correct responses on all reading exercises at age 13 or
the average percentage of correct responses to political khOwledge exer-
cises at age. 17. The mean percentages are relatively easy to compute.
The computation of their estimated standard errors are expenSive and
time consuming for estimates involving' multiple booklets..

Over the past several years, we have studied the effect of several
factors on the estimated standard errors. To date, the most important
factors appear to be the total number of respondents and exercises, as
well as whether the respondents are drawn ftlom all sample schools
(nation, sex, Whites, etc.) cr from subsets of sample schools (minori-
ties, region, Community size, etc.). Smoothed estimates of standard
errors are-presented in tabular form in Exhibit 2 and in graphic forth

in Exhibits 3 and 4.
.

The estimates were obtained from the 1977-78 mathematics assessment.
Large numberi of jackknifed standard errors of means were regressed on
functions of the number of exercises (HEX). and sample sizes (n). The
best fitting models were:



a) For variables appearing in all schools

s.e. = 0.3633 + 0.4985/ NEX) + 0.1280/NEX
+ 12.3807/ $/(n) + 119.0076/n

b) for variables appearing in subsets-of schools

s.e. = 0.6797 + 0.1970/ (NEX) + 0.9964/NEX
+ 19.6587/ V77 - 7.7244/n.

The estimates in Exhibits 2 through 4 were generated with thestr.equa-
.tions.

The standard errors of mean Percentages thus estimated are slightly
too-large for assessments conducted before 1975-76. Those assessments
utilized more schools and fewer students per school.

The tables are easiest to use when results are expressed in
percentage units, but they can be used in other situations. Consider
for example an exercise which has three parts. We computed the
percentage of correct responses to each part. The weighted percentages
are:

Part A
Part B
Part C

Percentage Correct
85.2

92.7
83.1

The average percentage of correct responses, 87.0, is for the nation,
so we use the top table in Exhibit 12 and find the entry for three exer-
cises and a sample size of 2500. The estimated standard error is 0.99
percent.

We also computed the mean- number of correct responses. The mean is
2.61. We can use the tables to estimate the standard error for the mean
number of correct responses in ,two equivalent ways. The average number
of correct responses can be .converted to an average percentage by-
dividing by the number of exercises (3) and multiplying by 100 to get
87.0 percent. Alternatively, the estimated standard error, 0.99, can be
multiplied by 3 and divided by 100 to get a standard error of 0.0297 in
"number correct" units.

This specific example is for three exercise (or exercise ,parts) in

one booklet, a situation where'design effect estimates are-also feasible
.(but generally, less precise) . Had ,the three exercises (or exercise
parts) come from two or more booklets, the table look-up would be the
same, but the sample size would equal the sum of sample sizes for the
two or more booklets.
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EXHIBIT 2

Smoothed Estimates of Standard Errors of Heans for Differing Numbers of

Exercises and Sample Sizes for Variable Categories (A) That Appear in
,

Host Schools and (B) That Do Not Appear in Host Schools

4

Variable Categories A. Nation, Sex, White, Parental Education, Grade, etc.

250 500 750 1000

Sample Size

1250 1500 2000 2500 5000 1500 10000 25000

.95 1.49 1.30 1.20 1.14 1.09. 1.03 0.99 0.89 0.05 0.03 0.70

.87 1.40 1.22 1.12 1.06 1.01 0495 0.91 0.81 0.77 0.75 13.69

.79 1.33 1.14 1.04 0.98 0.93 0.81 0.03 0.73 0.69 0.67 0.62

.73 1.26 1.08 0.98 0.91 , 0.87 0.80 0.76 0.67 0.63 0.60 0.55

.10 1,23 1.05 0.95 0.88 0.84 0.71 0.73 0.64 0.60 0,57 0.52

.61 1.21 1.03 '0.92 0.86 0.81 0.75 0.71 0.61 0.57 0.55 0.50

.65 1.19 1.01 0.91 0.84 0.79 0.73 0.69 0.59 0.55 0.53 0.40

Variable Categories R. Region, Type of Community, Size of Community, Minorities! etc.

Sample Size

250 500 750 1000 1250 1500, 2000 2500 , 5000 7500 10000 25000

3 2.34 1.99

5 2.10 1.83

10 2.05 1.11

25 1.91 1.62

50 1.94 1.59

100 1.92 1.57

250 1.91 1.56

24

.03

.61

.55

. 41

.44

.42

. 40

.74 1.60 1.63 1.56 1.52 1.40 1.35 1.32

.50 1.52 1.41 1.40, 1.36. 1.24 1.19 1.16

.46 1.39 1.34 1.20 1.23 1.12 1.01 1.04

.37 1.31 1.26 1.19 1.15 1.04 0.90 0.95

.34 1.20 1.23 1.16 1.12 1.00 0.95 0.92

.32 1.26 1.21 1.15 1.10 0.99 0.94 0.91

.31 1.25 . 1.20 1.13 1.09 0.97 0.92 0.89

1.25

1.09

0.97

0.80

0.85

0.03

0.02

25
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EXHIBIT 3

Smoothed Estimates of Standard Errors of Huns for OifferingAlumbers of
Excretion and Sample Sixes for Variable Categories That-ippear In Host
SahoolCi Snob as Mallon, 31r, Mites, feranial Education. Grade, etc.
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CHAPTER 3

SECONDARY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL

Public-Use Data Tapes

Due to the broad coverage of learning areas and"nationallyorepresep-
tative samples of respondents, National Assessment's data base provides
an unparalleled source of, information for researchers. The complex
sampling design and regulated testing conditions provide results that
are generalizable to the nation as well as to many subgroups. Since
1979, National Asesssment has made a major effort, with .National
Institute of ,Education and National Science Foundation funding, to
create public-use data tapes. Over 400 national probabilitysamples for
approximately 2500 respondents each are available, with each sample
providing data on 150-250 vattables per retpondent.

The tapes contain complete respondent information except for identi-
fiers (such as school, district, county, state, etc.), that violate
Privacy Act provisions and/or confidentiality agreements.

Documentation is provided in machine-readable form on the tapes... It

includes' procedural and technical documentation, cross-reference lists
and detailed codebooks. SPSS and SAS- readable 'documentation
files are also included. The SPSS and SAS files contain all information
required to create labeled'systemifilet and to begin analysis. Copies
of exercise booklets, exercise scoring gUides and other data collection
for are provided on 24x microfiche.," Researchers are required to sign
a adndisclosure agreement stating-that they will not publish the exact
contents of secure items.

____In_generala_teparate public-use data tape is provided for each age
level in an assessment year. Each tape contains several data files, one
for each item booklet; there are two to sixteen booklets per age group
per assessment. Each file ,typically contains responses to 25 to 30
attitudinal and achievement questions for a' separate national proba-
bility sample of about -2500 respondents trod public and private schools
(ages 9, 13 and 17) or households (yolmg adults) .

Additionally, each file contains numerous background' variables at the
school and respondent level. Background variables common to all data
files are listed below.

- School-level. variables. Included are region, census diVisibn,:type
and size of community, occupational mix of attendance area, grade
range, ..racicl composition. Total enrollment and ESEA Title I

eligibility.

- .Respondent-level variables. Included are age, sex, race/ethnicity,
grade, parents' eduCation and reading materials, in the home. From
1972-73 on, regional migration variables are included for the older .

age groups. From 1975-76 on, 17-year-olds were asked a number of

-20-
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additional background questions, including: homework and

viewing habits, languages spoken at home and selfidentifi
racial/ethnic heritage.

Methods of data analysis that adlyst-sufila for disproportiona
representation of one subgroup within another are
4, Weighting 'Class Adjustment's, when interest is in

Appendix 5, :Balancing, when interest is in multiple

TV

ed

to

presented in Appendix
one comparison and in

comparisons.

Interested researchers are encouraged to obtain the brochure
"Public-Use Data Tapes" (NAEP publication SY-DT-36), which includes more
detailed information on tape contents, file contents, learning area
specifics, tape characteristics and how to order data tapes. An other
recommended document is the "Introduction to the National Assessment of
Educational Progress Public-Use Data Tapes," which users receive with
any data tape purchased. This document describes variable documentation
and technical considerations and presents examples of analyses using
SPSS and SAS files.

Analyses with Public-Use Data Tapes

The public-use data tapes allow access to information on American

educational achievement 'in various content -areas for selected age

groups. Research may focus,on methodologiCal issues, hypothesisr.testing
or model-testing, descriptive studies or policy relevant studies. While
these categories are not mutually exclusive, the following list provides
some examples of the breadth of topics that may be explored.

- Methodological. Design effects, item response theories, item char-
acteristics (such as format and readability), bias, effects of
guessing, response patterns (see Appendix 9).

Hypothesis-Testing and Model-Testing. .Relationship of achievement

to attitude's and experiences, relationship of achievement to school
characteristics, exploration of education and psychological'models.

- Descri tiVe and.Polic :Relevant. Trends in achievement over time,

, analysis of groups with special needs (such as bilingual, minority
and low achievers), analysis'of special topics (such as television
watching habits, reading habits and use of calculators and

computers).

A number of published studies have __already been conducted using

public-use data tapes, ;including nine ihtt were supported .by small
contracts from the National Institute of Education. See "Exploring
National Assessment Data through Secondary Analysis" (NAEP publication
AY-SA-50.)



Analysis Complexities Due to Sample Design

The purpose of National Assessment is to survey the educational
attainments of population groups instead of testing and ranking individ-
uals. Multi-stage probability samples with disproportionate sampling
rates are used to collect' high quality data at an affordable cost.
Further cost effectiveness is achieved by partitioning each age-specific
sample', (9, 13, 17 or young adults), into several ranccmly equivalent
national probability samples. Each sample 'is given a different booklet
of exercises (items), and its data are contained in a separate data
file. These ,design features create numerous analysis complexities, and
not all\of them are intuitively obvious. The following describes some
of the major consequences:

- Analyzing all exercises for a particular 'topic
icai computatiOn skills) means analyzing mul
because .the exercises have typically been- spre
different booklets/samples/data files as .,'Possibl
has many sound reasons; however, it is not c
educational surveys.

- As in most large-scale
selection probabilities.
use of sampling weights,

(such as mathemat-
tiple data files
ad across as many
e. This practice
ommon practice in

surveys, respondents have differential.
Consequently, most analyses require the

even for exploratory analyses.

.

Variance estimation is not straightforward for data from complex
survey designs. Running the data through standard routines that
assume simple random sampling procedures produces erroneous esti-
mates of standard errors, confidence intervals and probabilities of
Type I errors. National Assessment's approach to variance estima-
tion is described previously. \

I

Each,
1

sanpie data file. contains .da4..fqr .a__Separate,..national __. proba-
bility ample., but the samples..fire not strictly independent. Al].

student samples in a particulaio .assessment are drawn from a common
set of iniary sampling =its and, within any one age, students are
sampled 1. from intersecting sets of schools. For purposes like
cross-v idtion, it is better to split one sample in half by
random' , sampling half -Of the primary sampling . units.' See
"IntrodUction to the National Assessment of Educational Progress
Public-03e Data Tapes" (NAEP report SY-DT-50).

- Analysis
equating

Additional di

at the student level across booklets requires the use of
procedures. See Appendix 8 for a simple procedure.
cussion is contained in Appendix 2.

Data Base ,Linkages

`Relating NAEP Data to 'Other Data Bases and Studies. Measuring educa-
tional achieVement \with the resources allocated to NAEP can provide
accurate estimates off achievement. However, data collected. by other
programs can be used to paint a more complete picture of educational
progress. For example, internal state, district and zip code informa-
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tion used for sampling can link NAEP data with socioeconomic information

provided'by Census summary tapes. 'MEP can provide' results relating
achievemeht to many home and community variables. These analyses would
require confidentiality guaranteet from the researcher.

In addition, the National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES)

periodically collects information that could be related to NAEP data at

the school district level. Various fiftystate data bases, can be linked
to NAEP data. Data on school finance information at the local level,
for example, could be used to cluster communities according to various
financial indicators .such as relative wealth, tax effort, source of
revenues, expenditure per pupil, number and type of students in a

district, and number of schools in a district. These profiles of

similar dittricts could permit reporting on achievement levels for
different district configurations.

NAEP might also ask questions in assessments to relate its data to
data obtained in other largescale' testing projects. Finally, indirect
relationships can be established using metaanalysis techniques to link
NAEP data with data from various largescale educational studies (Glass,
,McGaw and Smith 1981).

Examples of economic, education programs and other policy issues that
could be related to achieVement are listed in Appendix 7.

3.1
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APPENDIX 1

DEFINITIONS OF NATIONAL ASSESSMENT REPORTING GROUPS

In addition to reporting change results for all 9-, 13- and

17-year-old students in the United States, National Assessment reports
results for a number of population subgroups.

Definitions of the key subgroups follow.

Region

The country has been divided into the four office of Business
Economic regions: Northeast, Southeast, Central and West.,

Sex

Results are reported for males and females.

Race

Results are presented for blacks, Whites and Hispanos. (Data for
Hispanos are reported only for sets of exercises, not for individual
items; ,because of small sample sizes.)

Level of Parental Education

Three categories of parental-education levels are-defined by National
Assessment; based on students' reports. These categories are: 1) those
whose parents did not graduate from high. school, 2) those Who have at
least one parent who graduated from high school, and 3) those who have
at least one parent who has had some post-high-school education.

Type of -Community

Communities in this category are defined by an occupational profile
of the area served by a- school as well as by the size of the community
in which the school is located.

Advantaged-urban Communities

Students in this group attend ,schooli in or around cities having a
population greater than 200,000 where a high proportion of the residents
are in professional or-managerial' positions.

32
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Disadvantaged-urban Communities

.Students in this group attend schools where a.relatively high propor-
tion of the residents are on welfare or are not regularly employed which
are in or around cities having a population greater.than 200400.

, )

Extreme-rural Communities

Students in this group attend 'schools in 'areas with a population
under 19,000 where many of the residents are.farmers or farm workers.

Size of Community

Big Cities

Students in this group attend. schools within the city limits of
cities having a 1970 census population over 200,000. .

Fringes Around Big Cities

Students in this group attend schools within metropolitan areas (1970
U.S. Bureau of the Census urbanized areas) served by cities having a
population. greater than 200,000 but outside the city limits.

Medium Cities

Students in this group attend schools in cities having a population

between 25,000 and 200,000, not classified in the fringes-around-big-
cities category.

Small Places

Students in this group attend schools in 'communities having a popula-
tion less than 25,000, not clissified in the fringes-around-big-cities
category.

Grade in School

Results are categorized for 9-year-olds in thethird or fourth grade;
13- year -olds in the seventh or eighth grade; and 17-year-olds in the
tenth, eleventh or twelfth grade.

Modal Grade by Region

Results are categorized for 9-, T3-and )7-Year-old respondents in
iradem four, eight and el *en,- respectively, : who live in the
Northeastern, Southeastern, Central or Western regions of the country.
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Modal Grade by Community SiZe

Results are categorized for 9-, 13-, and 17-year-old respondents in
grades four, eight and eleven, respectively, who live'in big cities,
fringes around big cities, medium cities and small places.

Modal Grade by Sex

Results are categorized for, 9-, 13- and 17-year-old males and females
in grades four, eight and eleven, respectively.

Achievement Class

The achievement class variable classifies each respondent for a given
age and year into one of a number of categories (achievement classes)
bdsed on the respondent's estimated standing in the population in terms

achievement. . The classes form a partitioning of the population by
achievement and are defined as follows:

Class 1

The lowest fourth (students in the lowest 25 percent of the popula-
tion on achievement) .

Class 2

The next-to-lowest quarter (achieve higher than 25 percent and lower
than 50 percent of the population).

Class 3

The next-to-highest quirter (achieve higher than 50 percent and lower
than 25 percent of the population).

C1.333

The highest fourth (students in the upper 25 percent of the popula-
tion on achievement) .

For our_purposes, the measure of achievement for an individual will
(generally) be the person's package score (mean percent correct) over
all items from a partiOular lubject area, .such as reading, .science,

.mathematips,and The packdge score for. an individual is the ratio
°of the' number of correct responses over the number of items (including-
:items where the "I don't know" foil was selected) .

- 26 -
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APPENDIX 2

INFERENCE FROM SURVEY DATA AND
ANALYSIS OF DATA FROM COMPLEX SAMPLE SURVEYS

NAEP is a sample survey that collects data by using a multistage

design with unequal probabilities of selection of elements. Such a
survey design is commonly referred to as "complex" sampling. It permits

the collection of representative data for the population And many
subgroups in an extremely cost effective manner. NAEP data are suited
for various descriptive purposes.,

1. Estimation. of achievement by exercise and summary ,level for the
age populations as a whole and for a variety of subgroups of the

populations.

2. Estimation of changes in achievement on a variety of tasks (and

summaries) over time. Change can be measured for populations and
for subgroups.

3. Explorations of observed associations between variables
interest.

The various descriptive statistics should be computed taking the struc
ture of the sample into aocount.

The 'NAEP data present certain difficulties in analysis which are

shared by all complex surveys. These difficulties include problems in
inference due to the type If data and canplications in analysis, due to

the sample design. Theft difficulties are detailed in the following,

sections.

Inference from Survey Dital

In education, as in many other fields "causation" has to be given a.

simple pragmatic meaning:

o 'If we change this, in this direction, will that change in that

direction (and can we judge.by how much?)

Generally- no single variable's change will "cause" changes in, the

behavior that interests us to the exclusion of effects from changes in

other variables.

,11,
Tu1 This section written by John key. 35
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Indeed, changing almost any variable probably changes any behavior
that interests us, though the amount of ,change may be miniscule, unim-
portant and undetectable.

The data collected from any survey including those collected by NAEP,
are observational and not axperimental-the values of the factors
studied having arisen by a relatively complex natural process, rather
than having been chosen by an experimenter with the aid of randomiza-
tion. As a result, survey data can directly demonstrate only associa-
tion--that under these circumstances we see more (or less) of this
behavior. While association may suggest causation, it is rare., .ndeed
that we can be sure about causation because of any simple argument
mainly based on association. ' (A classic example is that fires attended
by more fire engines tend to involve larger financial losses. The asso-
ciation is well-established and wide-spread; but who would believe.that
more fire engines cause more loss?). This need for care in interpreting
association has nothing to do with whether or not statistical procedures
have been applied. (In the fire engine case, the existence of 12
studies, in each of which the association was significant beyond 1%,
would do nothing to make causation less implausible. All it could do is
to give formal documented evidence that this particular association that
we all believe in actually exists.)

Having established, at least roughly, how much association is
present, it- is then our responsibility to 'consider a variety of ways in
which it might have arisen (thus an association between better student
performance and higher teacher's salaries could have arisen (a) beCause
better schools encourage communities to support their schools better or
(b) because communities with more interest in schools develop more
interest in schools among their children; hence better performance, and
also pay their teachers better, as well as because (c) better pay for
teachers attracts better teachers whose teachihg leads to better
performances. Then we can test' each of these possible patterns of
causation-againstour-general knowledge--and-othee-kindS-df-tiffdriation.
As a result, we may

o feel moderately secure about some one pattern of causation, but
more likely -

o come to see what kinds of studies might help elucidate what is
happening.

Complications in Analysis Due to Sample Design

The Multistage 'design' of the HAEP,sample ,causes complications in
analysis. Many standard statistical procedures assume that data are
acquired by means of a simple random sample of the population and that
individuis are independent. Thise.assumptiOms are not met since the
NAEP sample employs stratification, clustering and unftal probabilities
'of selection.-
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Certain subgroups of the population are sampled at a higher rate than

the remainder of the population in order to ensure adequate representa
tion. Consequently, those subgroups, which tend to have different char
acteristics (including achievement) than the remainder of the popula
tion, are overrepresented in the sample, Antilyses that ignore this are

apt to produce biased ,and misleading information, since those groups may
have unwarranted impact. Thit difficulty is avoided by conducting

weighted analyses, in which the weight aasigned to an individual is
related to the reciprocal of his or her probability of selection.

Because of cost and administrative efficiency considerations, NAEP

data are obtained by selecting a number of schools and then selecting a
number of students within each of 'the schools. Since the students are

selected in clusters, observitions from various students are not inde
pendent. Student responses within a school tend to be relatively more
homogeneous than student responses from different schools.

Ignoring the effect of stratification and clustering in analysis

tends to produce severe underestimates of the variability of statistics.
Many studies (such as Rosa, 1976; Kish and Frankel, 1974; Frankel, 1971)
have demonstrated large influences of complex survey designs on sampling
errors of various statistics, such as regression and correlation coeffi
cients. It has been demonstrated (Shah, Holt and Folsom, 1977) that
regression analyses of data from complex survey samples produce teats of
significance that are generally too liberal when the structure of the

sample is not taken into account. Additionally, as noted by Fellegi
(1979) in his consideration of goodness of fit testa, the distribution
of certain statistics, as well as their dispersions, can be affected by

. the sample design.

Because of the nonlinearity of many of the statistics of interest, it

is not pose le to estimate standard errors in closed form. However,

several proc urea do this approximately. Among these are:

1. jac ifing--the procedure used by NAEP (detailed by Folsom,

19

2. balanced repeated replications (detailed by McCarthy, 1969); and

3. Taylor series approximation (detailed by Folsom, 1977). 7-""\.

. Shah, Holt and Folsom (1977) give procedures for estimation and

hypothesis testing of regression models for data from a complex simple

survey using' Taylor series approximations. . A general procedure for

obtaining approximate variances by Taylor aeries approximationt is given
by Woodruff and Causey (1976).

Fellegi (1979) and McCarthy (1969) give procedures for -using balanced
repeated replications to conduct goodness of'fit testa..

Folsom (1977) gives the procedures used by NAEP in its analyses using
jackknifing methodology.

__e
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A comparison of the 'performance of the diree procedures for means,
variances, correlations and regression coefficients is given by Frankel
(1971) and Kish and Frankel (1974).

38
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APPENDIX 3

ADJUSTMENT OF RESPONDENT WEIGHTS BY SMOOTHING

Background

A weight is assigned to every individual Who responds to an exercise

administered in an assessment. The weight is the reciprocal of the
probability of selection of the individual with adjustment for nonres-

ponse, and the probabilities of selection are based on the estimated

number of people in the target age populations; therefore, the weight
for an individual estimates the number of similar people that that indi-
vidual represents in. the age population. The sum of the weights of all
individuals at an age level responding to an exercise is an estimate of
the total number of people in that age population in the year that the

exercise was assessed. Similarly, the sum of weights for all individ-
uals who took the exercise and who also are members of some demographic
category (such as blacks) gives an estimate of the number of people in

the age population, for the year, who are also members of the category.
The ratio of the two totals estimates the proportional representation of
the demographic category in the age population for the given year.

For each of the assessed age populations in each assessment year,

separate estimates of the proportional representation of the various

demographi0Ogroups are provided by each booklet administered to that

age group in that year. 'Due to random *piing variability, the esti-

mates of population proportions for a given year based on single book-
lets administered in the year will vary. i In addition to any trends" in

population proportions over time, there] is also randoM sampling varia-
tion in these proportions from year to year:-._

I

t.

It is _desirable_to reduce the randoM variability of
proportions as much as possible, since this ariability has an effect on

performance estimates. For example, th percentage of acceptable
responses for an age group is a function of he' relative proportion of
high-performing and low-performing groups. the relative proportions

of these groups are very different in diff rent assessments due to

sampling variability, then a portion of the change in percentage. of

acceptable responses for an age group might b attributable to yearly

sampling difference in the relative iproportions of high- and. low-a-

chieving groups.

In alPition to reporting performance estimates; for an age group as a
whole, National Assessment_

or
reports performande for various subpopu-

lations, such as whites r blacks. Because variability of subgroups
slips within these subpoPulitions (such as' males and females within the
white subpopulation) influences the. performance estimates for the tubpo-
pdlationsi.. it is desirable that fluctuations of\ proportions of all
subgroups of each subpopulation be reduced as much is possible.

For each-age-and' year, each, of the various booklet's administered will

provide estimates of a given population proportion. \ Since these esti-
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mates are subject to booklet-to-booklet variability, a better estimate
of the population proportion, which will have reduced variability, is
obtained by combining the information from all booklets. However, these
proportions vary from year to year due to random sampling variability or
systematic differences in sampling procedures. An even better estimate
of population proportions for any single year can be obtained by
mnoothing the proportions over aeveral assessment years. The word
"smoothing" is used here in the sense of fitting a smooth curve to a ,

Sequence of numbers by robust/resistant procedures. Smoothing estimates
of population proportions reduces a large portion of the sampling vari-
ability while preserving, as far as possible, actual trends occurring in
the age population.

After the population proportions have been smoothed, adjusted weights
are derived for the assessed individuals so that the population propor-
tions computed using the adjusted weights are equal to the smoothed
proportions. The adjusted weights are then used for all analyses.

Smoothing Procedures Used by National Assessment

The moat direct way to smooth proportions is to classify people into
mutually exclusive multiway cells on the basis of their membership, in
categories of various important variables and then to smooth the propor-
tions within each of the resulting multiway cells aoroas years.
Unfortunately, this procedure tends to produce a large number of cells
with f6w people and, consequently, quite unstable estimates of smoothed
proportions.

To circumvent this difficulty, National Aaeasment has utilized
various smoothing procedures sine the 1976-77 assessment. Each of
these procedures, which are all basically weighting -class adjustments
applied independently to each age, is. designed to control, to varying
degrees, fluctuations in certain key subgroups while avoiding,, as much
as possible, instabilities due to 'mall cells.

The procedure used for the 1976-77 assessment was a weighting-class
adjustment applied independently to each age and reporting variable
(nation, region, sex, and 30 on). The details of the procedure are
given in Appendix B of technical report 08-S-21:. Three Assessments of
Science, 1969-77: Technical SumMary (1979). While this oprocedure
performs well, it is complicated and requires large amounts of time and
computer resources to implement. By independently smoothing proportions
within each reporting variable, it was possible to produce good eati.7.
mates of the marginal proportions of people within each category of the
variable while disturbing as little as possible the relationships
between other reporting variables within the adjusted variable.
However, this means that each individual had a different adjusted weight
for each reporting variable under consideration. While this presents no.
problem for the estimation of performance within a reporting variable,
the multiplicity of weights definitely complicates any analyses, such ,as
regression, that involve several variables.
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Because of the complexity of the procedure used in 1976-77, a

different and simpler procedure was adopted in 1977-78i. This procedure

is detailed in Appendix F -of Report 90-MA-40, Procedural Handbook:

1977-78 'Mathematics Assessment (1980). The 1977-78 smoothing procedure
produced a single adjusted weight for each individual, and hence greatly
reduced the complexity of subsequent.analyses of performance data. The

197778 procedure involved applying- a weighting-class adjustment inde-

pendently to each_age. The weighting classes, which were different at

each age, consisted of individuals who were alike, on certain demographic
characteristics and- who would be expected to have similar educational

achievement characteristics,. Mere were around seventy adjustrhent ceils
used for each age.

Although the 1977-78 procedure produced accep4a esUlts, in 1978-79
National Assessment adopted yet another procedure hat we believe has

the best characteristics of the three procedures used. The 1978-79
procedure, which is detailed below, has several 'advantages.

1. It produces a single adjusted weight" for each individual.

2.. It affords good control on the distribution. of proportions of

certain key variables.

It produces the greatest stability of performance* estimates.

4. It is the easiest to, implement.

The Current Smoothing Procedure

The first step in the smoothing procedure involved the partitioning

of- the. population of age class eligibles into the six smoothing cells

given in Exhibit 1.

Cell.

The same cells

Exhibit 1.

Race 'Region

were used for all ages.

Smoothing Cells

Community Size / (CS)

1 White All Big City +Fringe/ (BC +FR)

2 White All Medium City 1 (MC)

3 White All Small Places (SP)

Black SE . All

5 Black Not SE All

6 Other All' , All

/
o

Then, for each age and every year, the pro/portion of the population

in each of the cells was estimated. For a /given age and year, the

proportion of the population in a particulari cell was computed as the

sum of weights of all respondents assessed in',, the given year who were of

the specified age and who belonged- in the cell, divided by the total of

the weight of all respondents of the given ague assessed in that year.

1
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. Each of the six cells°was comprised of a sequence' of estimated popu
lation proportions, corresponding to the various years of assessment.
Each such sequence of proportions was then smoothed by fitting robust/

.resistant lines (See Tukey,.1977.) Using data from the U.S. Census and
Current Population Surveys, trends in enrollment by age and rade.and:by
age and region were obtained. The data from these surveys were adjusted
to correspond withNAEP definitions as much as possible. The resistant.
lines within the smoothing cells were constrained to satisfy the trends
from the, U.S. Census and Current Population Surveys data.

The final step in the smoothinvprocedure was to adjust the respon
dents' weights to be consistent with the smoothed proportionS. Since
each respondent takes only one booklet, the weight adjustments' were done
independently for each booklet. For a given age;, year and booklet,
population propottions using the original weights were obtained for each
of the smoothing cells. Then the weights of all respondents within a .

given cell were multiplied by the ratio .of the smoothed cell ptoportion
to the proportion using the original . weights. ',This produced. the
adjusted weights that are used in all analyses. .

To adjust respondent weights to be consistent with the smoothed
proportions, the following procedure was employed:

1. For each booklet, classify the respondents according to smoothing
cell and obtain the raw population' proportions for each cell.
For example,, the raw proportion for a booklet of 9,-yearolds in
smoothing cell four is the total of the Weights of all
:9yearolds In the booklet who are black and In the Southeastern
region, divided by the total of the weights of all respondentS to
the booklet.

2. For each booklet and smoothing cell, obtain a weight adjustment
factor as the ratio of the smoothed population proportion (for
the appropriate age, year and smoothing cell) over the raw popu,-
lation proportion.

3. The- adjusted weight for an individual is the product of that
individual's original. weight and the apptopriate adjustment
factqr.

Changes In Smoothed Proportions as
New AssessMents Are Completed

Every time an assessment is completed, -a new time point is added to:
each of the sequenOes of population proportions within the smoothing
cells. This means that, even though robust/resistant procedures are
used,' the addition of a new point may somewhat'change'the values of
smoothed proportions for priot years. ' 14ditionallY, any changes in
methodology will have an impact on the estimates.

Ibis means that the smoothed proportioni, obtained' after the addition
of the next, assessment data, .are apt to differ somewhat from the corre
sponding smoothed proportions without the new data.
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.-APPEND1424

WEIGHTING CLASS ADJUSTMENTS

In order to compare achievement effects for, two subgroups of interest
when proportions of favorable or unfavorable background characteristics
differ considerably, it is frequently helpful to adjust the effective
distribution of weightt in the two subgroups in such a way as to more
closely balance these background characteristics.

The most direct way to do this is to- employ what is commonly referred.

to. as a weighting class adjustment.' First, classify students into mutu
ally exclusive multiway cells on the basis of their membership in
categories of important variables. Small sized,celia can be 'combined
with larger ones if necessary, zero cells are to are to be avoided at .

all costs.

Correspohding multiway cells for the subgroups being compared can
then be matched (adjusted) as follows:

Let W 1is be the weight for
for subgroup 1 and W2is be the
The sum of weights over all
dezignated as Wii. and W2i.
summations of weights overran

the sth student in the ith multiway cell
weight for the sth student in subgroup.2.
students in the ith multiway cells is
respectively. W1., and W2.. represent
cells.

What is needed is an adjustment factor Ki for the ith cell in

subgroup 1 such that

K.W /W = W /W
1 li. 1.. 2i. 2..

This will equate the proportionate representation of the th'\oell of

subgroup 1 to the proportionate representation of the corresponding cell
in subgroup 2 so that the composition of the first subgroup will "look"
like the composition of the second subgroup in terms of the characteris
tics used to develop the multiway cells. In effect we standardize by
creating a sample from a hypothetical population that' had the same
composition as subgroup 2.

In order to find the-K. solve
1

K. = W W /W W'2i. 1.. li 2..

and adjust the weights of the student data in the ith cell as:

W'. = K.W
lis 1 lis

Computation of exercise _level and mean performance across exercises
can then be completed with the new weights. Subgroup comparisons are
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then made for the hypothetical situation that the two groups have the
same composition in terms 'of Other' background characteristics.
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APPENDIX 5

BALANCING

The reporting categories National Assessment uses were selected for

their interest and because they reflect differences in. achievement
occurring in the population:. the age .levels mark the end' of primary,
termediate and.secondary educatiOn; regions and sex groUps have tradi

tionally shown differences in educational attainments; school districts
are thought to vary with the, size and 'type of community (STOC) they
serve;. and level of parental education (PED) and RACE are believed to
differentiate socioeconomic'and home and -faMily environments.

The 'percentage of any one group from one of these fiVe categories

responding acceptably to an-exercise,-and the difference between- .the
group percentage and that of the .whole age group (group effect). are
estimates of performance as it exists in the population. These percent
ages are 'estimates of the proportion of people who can respond correctly
to an exercise 'and are facts about the population. Balancing is an
adjustment procedure intended to add meaning to these facts by obtaining
modified numbers, .not to alter these facts. .

Interpretations based on a comparison of one group effect with

another or adding together group effects from different categories may
be misleading if unadjusted percentages, are used. The fact that
observed group effects-reflect Northeast. of Southeast regional perform
ances does not mean that these performances occur solely because. the

respondents live in the NortheaSt or Southeast For example, a larger
fraction of respondents in large cities,.live. in the Northeast than in

the Southeast. Similarly, a larger friction of respondents in rural
areas live 'in the Southeast than in -th \HOrtheaSt. Consequently,
effects associated' with size and type of canOinftymay be masquerading
as. part.-of an. unadjusted regional effect. \limiarly: persons whose'
parents went beyond high school are more frequent in high\metro-communi
ties than in the country as a:whole. . If persons having parents with no
high school education do poorly,. then we' expect persons ik the extreme

rural areas will do poorly also. Adding together unadjusted group
effects would "double,count".those who do well in the first example and
those who do poorly in the' second.

Balanced'Croup Effects

The_purpose_or_data_adjustment_procedures_is_to_reyeal_information
that cannotbe seen in the unadjusted form. Balancing, in particular,.
is intended - to remove the masquerading of one group effect. 'as another
and to avoid "double counting" of individuals. The procedure determines.

"balanced group effecti" which can be used`" to compare one group with

another in the same category and to add together group effects from
different categories. Both masquerading and double counting result from
persons of:one group being disproportionately represented in other
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groups. This disproportionality existing in-our nation's population is
accurately reflected in our weighted -data. 'Ignoring, the specific
details of our sampling and estimation procedures, 'note/that the total

iweight of all individuals in a-particular sample is an estimate of the
nimber of individuals belonging to the corresp9nding group in the,popu-
.lation. An unadjusted weighted percentage of success for an exercise
is computed by dividing the sum of. weights of the individuals in the
group responding acceptably to the exercise by the sum of weights of all
individuals attempting ' the exercise. The unadjusted percentages
directly reflect the dispropoetionality existing in the population.

Balancing is an adjustment which simultaneously "balances,"'for each
group and category, the,OiSproportionate representation of the other
Aroups that exists in the population. Interpretations of balanced group
effects can be guided by thinking of a "conceptual" balanced population

-where the fraction of etch group of one category occurring in each group
of the other categories is the same as.the fraction of each group occur-
ring in the whole age -population. For example, approximately 87 percent
of all 9-year-olds in the nation are non-black and about .13 percent are
black. In the Southeast, however, only 74 percent are non -black ,and
about 26 percent are black. In the "conceptual" balanced population,
the. Southeast region would have effectively the same proportion of non-
black and black as the nation.

Consider the effect of balancing. If persons with parents with
post-high-school education do well and are'more frequent in one region
(than in "others) while. persons With parents having no high school
education do poorly and are more frequent in another. region we, would

expect the balanced effect of the first region to be leis than its unad-
justed effeCt and the balanced effect of the second region to be less
negative than its unadjusted effect. If the magnitude of_a.'group effect
is substantially-. reduced by the balancing adjustment, one 'might conclude
that the grout, itself may not 'be what causes the ;unadjusted differencet
but' that substantial parts of these differences. come frcxn- the unbalanced
representation of the other variables..

Limitations of Balanced Group Effects

There are three basic kinds.of limitations of balanced results. The
first concerns interpretation. The group names NAEP uses for data anal-

, ysis are labels standing for that factor indicated by its name and for a
variety of' other factors National Assessment did not (or' could not)

measure--factors associated with the named factor. As a survey, and not
' a controlled experimental study, National Assessment produces unadjusted
group effects which -cannot attribute. cause- to any particular- 'faotor-
named. Like unadjusted results, balanced group effects do not show what,
is caused-by the labelled. factor. They show only what.part of the unad-
justed effect can be conveniently' named .and attached to-,a..group for
bookkeeping purposes. They can'show classes of individuals who perform
differently, free of masqueradihi by other. measured factors and related

..double counting. Once these differences...are identified, additional
information, or perhaps expert judgment, is required to ,find the cause
or causes of these differences:
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Balancing of National Assessment data has been limited to the groups:
.Region,Sex, STOC, RACE and PED. The interrelation of the wide variety.
of factors associated with or determining educational achievement 13
only Partly known. Some important factors may not be represented in any
clear way in our factors and, 1 others May not be, represented,at all.
Factors may exist which are more sensitive or have smaller' "proxy"
bundles of other factors. Clearly, balancing .becomes more useful as we
are able to identify potentially "more important" factors and are able
to measure them better.

.:The third type of limitation is concerned with the balancing model we
.haVe used, The balancing procedure utilizes an additive model which
emphasizes balancing of marginal group effects and ignores balancing on
combinations of groups. For example, the fraction of blacks living in
rural areas in the Southeast i3 greater than the fraction of blacks
living in rural areas in the Northeast. . If rural Blacks living in the
Southeast. do poorly/ compared to all blacks living in rural areas,. then
we would expect the balanced Southeast region (and, of course, the unad-
justed region) to do poorly. Thus, problems of masquerading and "'double
counting" _also exist -for balanced marginal effects, resulting from
disproportionality ofcombinations of groups. Similar disproportionate
representation exists for the other-two-, three- and four-way group
combinations.

The Balancing Procedure

The'final algebraic form for the "conditions for balance" as stated
by TUkey (1970) can be written for the 21 balanced group effects -- region
(4), sex (2), STOC (7), Race (3) and PED (5) --as follows:

Z n. (P a. + R. + +.8 ) E C" 9ijkim natijk2.m Um.
except - except

one one

Where the sum 13 taken over all indices except.one.and 'Greek letters
denote the balanced group effects corresponding to the groups denoted by
the indiCesi=1,...,4; j=1,2,; 1 =1,2,3; and m=1,...,5
belonging to Region, Sex, STOC, Race and PED. respectively. P-nat is the
overall national percent correct for the age group, niikim.is the
weighted number of observations in each cell, and Ciikli i3 the weighted
number in each cell responding correctly to the exeralse. The balancing
condition above generates:a single equation for each value of. the
omitted subscript in the summation. Thus, a solution to the simulta--
nevus .set of 22 equatiOns,(4+2+7+3+5 = 21 .plus one equation for .the sum

..._oxer_all_indices) gives .a_set of -fitted balanced group-effects.-
set of equations is, however, not of full.rank.and cannot yield unique
balanced effects directly. The number of linearly independent equations
is -17, but the set can be built up to full rank by appropriately
replacing five of these equations with-usualside conditions,convention-
ally imposed when *an additive linear model is fitted -to a multiway
crossed classification of the data, namely

. g a En.. ..1 En...2,.62, a Zn....m$ 0,
k k
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where the "dot" denotes the sum' over the replaced subscript. Thus, a
solution to the independent set of equations results. ina unique set of

groLip effects.

The balancing equations cap be shown to be algebraically equivalent
to the usual set of normal equa tions resulting from minimization of. the
error sum of squares for tr.e fie-factor additive linear model

P + -
nat +

4/21 eijkLmr

where yijkimr is the weighted -response for the rth person in the
ijkZmth cell and e Liu= is the error associated with the rth person.
The solutions to the normal equations (the balanced group effects) are,
at least, simple least squares estimates. If the variability of the
percentages in the five-way cell combinations happens to be propoTtional
to the. reciprocal of the corresponding cell weights, then the balanced
group effects, are minimum variance estimates (Tukey 1970,memo)..

The condition for balance follows.. directly from the normal equations
since each line 'shows that a linear combination of the balanced effects
equals the number of estimated group successes in the population. Thus,
the fitted number of successes is equal to the observed weighted number
of successes.

Adding new Variablesto the balancing model (or replacing existing
variables in the balancing-set) offers no problems: if the additional
groupS are proportionately,represented across the original groups, they
will have no effect on the original balanced group effects. If'they are
disproportionately represented in the original groups, their addition to
the balancing model Can 'increase or decrease original balanced group
effects. 'Masquerading of one group effect as another is uncovered as
new variables are added to the balancing model..

Thus substantial masquerading of the effect of a newly added variable
as an effect of a previously included variable is likley to be revealed
by a subStantial decrease, of the balanced effect of that previously
inclbded variable.

.7

Balanced Interactions

tive effe ts. It is theoretically possible to solve the set of normal

The no al equations indicate the potential use in balancing interac-
tive

Corresponding to- the full interactive model. ______For_this-model,
there are 2,880 normal equations with'rank 840. It is not an'easy task,
however, to find the necessary side conditions to build full rank or to
solve a set of equations of that order.

This numbe of equations is unmanageable and costly since
solution must bes' Obtained for each exercise. A reasonable
might be to elect a manageable number of interactive group
include in th balancing equations recognizing that. some
ihteractive of ects might ibe left out.
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Another difficulty occurs because.we do not have any observations in

our sample for some of the multi-group combinations. This is.important
since the condition for balancing requires that the of served number of
successes is equal to the balanced (fitted) .number. of .successes for each
group. To cltend balancing to include interactions requires that the
condition hold for each multi-group combination, °thus, some of the
.balanced (fitted) number of successes for a multi-group combination are
zero, not because everyone failed but because we did not observe anyone.

Thus, balancing with the full interactive model has not been 'done

both .because of little evidence' of interactions and for practical
reasons. Note, however, that the normal. equations for the full model
give the new condition for balancing on all interaction effects. That

is, the fitted (balanced) number of successes in each subgroup must
equal the estimated (observed) number of successes in each subgroup in
the population. This suggests that the condition for balancing on. some
manageable subset of the interaction effects can be obtained from -corre-
.sponding normal equations. ' The condition forbalancing any marginal,
two-way, three-way, four-way or five-way effect is that the fitted

(balanced). number of successes entering into each effect equal the

observed number of successes. The normal equations insure this condi-
tion will hold for a unique solution.,

r
Modified Balanced Interactions

As mentioned before, there exist some real practical limitations on
the estimation of balaneed interaction 'effects. These limitations are
more stringent for the. three-way, four-way and five-way interactions,
but also apply in the case of the simplest two-way; interactioni..

In particular, the balancing condition requires that the observed

number (weighted) of successes equals: the balanced (fitted) number of
successes. These numbers are smaller than the numbers Tin the margins
and are subject to more random samplingivariability. In addition, the
estimates of two-way effects depend on the number (weighted) of cases in
each three-way cell. Many of the three -way cell sizes are zero or quite

small.

For practical reasons two-way balanced interactions are the simplest

to estimate, but for other practical reasons it is difficult to obtain

reliable estimates. For these reasons we have not attempted to' estimate
the two -way balanced interactions precisely. Instead, wellave chosen to
estimate a modified form of the. two -way balanced interactions which is
an approximation and can be shown to. be algebraically-different.

An explanation' of how the balanced estimates differ from modified
balanced estimates :of two7ray interaction effects requires an under-
standing of the notion of "transfers" (see notes below) and the alge-

braic, forms. of the normal equations corresponding to a linear model

.
consisting of all main effects and two-way interactions. The notion of
modified balanced interactions is briefly summarized in what follows.
The algebraic expression of a two-way balanced interaction for .group i

and group j can be written
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A

ij
B.)ab = Unadjusted Pij - (gnat +

L
+ B.)

j

- Z(transfers from group margins ,to ijth cell)

- Z(transfer from two-way cells to ijth cell).

This is basically a simplified version of the normal equation. Since
the transfers from 'the' two-way cells to: the ijth cell-depend on the
weighted number of-Cases in the other three-way cells, and these numbers
are often small or zero in our sample,. these transfers-ire often unreli-
able or impossible-to estimate.

For our exploratory analysis of two-way interaction effects we have
teen using an approXimation which drops. these transfers from two-way
cells out of the computation.. _The approximation is called a modified
balanced two-way interaction and can be written

-4g
ij

Unadjusted P. - (get + a. +.g.)
L 3

Z(transfers from group margins to ijth cell).

Summary

NAEP's best estimate of a group's' performance relative to the nation
is given by the unadjusted group' effect. the percentage of people in .a
group responding correctly' to an exercise is 'a fact about the age popu-
laton. Balancing does not change that fact. Balancing provides.a
better comparison of group effects by avoiding the masquerading and
"double counting" present in unadjusted effects.

Balancing, though limited, adds meaning to the marginal group'
effects. Balancing will be more useful as . one can balance on other
important variables and interactions. The question is not whether to
balance (or adjust) or not, but, .what are the useful ways? What vari-
ables do we need to adjust /for? What do the variables mean?. and How
shall weointerpret the results? The balanced group and modified inter-
action effects are- probably better guides td the mechanisms involving
the complex set of factors affecting education, while the unadjusted
results show more clearly the magnitude of the problems (and measure'of
success) faced by the people and schools in this 'country.

Notes on transfers of balanced effects to unadjusted effects.

--The 5 factor addivitive-Iinear model _welUSe_represents-the-relation-.
ship among group effets in a conceputal balanced population

Yijk/mr Pnat
.1. ai

* Yk * az * Om * cijk.2mr

where the Greek letters denote
'sex, color, STOC and FED. The
cell is n ijkiwand kyar al, 1

rect response.

main effects of the 5 factors region,
weighted number of observations for each
,0 corresponding.` to a .;correct or incor-'
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Illustration of
effects

Consider the
equations.

transfers of balanced effects to unadjusted group

equation for estimating P-nat from the usual normal

Eni. a. + En B. +
k
En..k..yk.+

2.

+
.n"Pnat+ ... . j.... j

=
ijktm ijkim

Note that the RHS of (1) is equal to the total weighted number of
successes for an

/
age group. Divide both sides by n.... 'and rewrite:

(Dot denotes sum over omitted subscript.)

ni....
3

Pnat E
ai + 0i

i n j n

wted # successes

wted # cases

n..k.. n...Z.

71( E
ez

k n n m n

The usual side conditions, terms 2-6 of the LHS, -'are all equal to zero.
, , WTED *'SuCCESSES

So as expected P
nat WTE D # CASES

But note for the limited con-

ceptual model, the, ratio of group weights to total weight define the
proportions in the\conceptual model. Now, consider another normal equa -
tion for estimatingsone of the marginal group effects, cti say

p
nat .... a- + En. .\ $j +'Eni.k..yk + + Eni...

j -k

,

2 Z n., P.

jklm

The RHS is equal to the weighted number of successes in group i and
ni.... is the weighted number of cases in-gioup i. Divide both sides
by ni.... and subtract Pnat , then \

n-. ni.k...A A ni...m

) kni. Ini.... 2. 1;177 (1)111



V

4
wted 4 successes group i

nat
wted = cases group

Note that the RHS is the unadjusted group i effect, and 4i is the
balanced group i effect. In a balanced model the following equalities
exist:

ni.k..
.

on....t
= =

' ni.. n ' ni...," ' ni...; n.....
4

f group j in subpopulation i is the same as the
the total poPulation. Then terms 2 5 on the.
the .balanced group effect ai 4quals the unad

RHS of (4). _

That is, the proportion o

proportion of group J in
LHS of (4) are zero and
justed group" effect, the

To the extent that :the proportionsrin .(5) differ, the balanced .effect
will differ from the unadjusted group'effett.

The 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th terms of the LHS of (4) are,, respectively,
the transfer3\4the unadjusted group effect' (RHS of' 4), froml the.
balanced effeqii of the variable corresponding to the other subscript in
each term.

e.g. ai unadjusted' group A effect
(transfer from j + transfer from k
+ transfer from 2. + transfer from m)

Note that although balancing marginal effects requires that the
observed number (weighted) of successes equals the balanced .(fitted)
number of successes,' the transfers depend on the =Served number "7
(weighted) of cases in twoway cells. Sinde the number '(weighted)' of
cases in the twoway cells are smaller than the.number in the margins,
they are subject to more random variability in the sampling process.
Thus, reliable estimates of the transfers to marginals depends.= reli
able estimates of twoway cell weights.
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APPENDIX 6

WEIGHT TRIMMING

-"Each studInV.has a weight assigned to hWor her responses that is
dependent upon the probabilities of selection into the sample. \Cue to
oversampling , nonresponse" adjustments and surprises in 'the schools
:arger number cf eligibles than expected for example) the weight can

vary considerably. Weight trimming as used by NAEP is a procedure for
'reducing very :.arse weights. It was suggested by John Tukey for the
pLkrpose of lessening the effect from, any 'particular school of poten
tially extreme contributions in the estimation of pvalues.

It is expected that application of the procedure while introducing
some bias, will still result in smaller meansquared errors for the
estimates or at least a minimizing of maximum errors.

All students within a partivilar school taking the ansage booklet
receive the same weight. Since exercise's are .usually givent;,---cinly in a.
single booklet, the. 4tHmming is performed on each booklet separately.
For an arbitrary booklet let:

= total number of schools receiving the package

N. = total number of students in school i who respo ded to
the package

W = the weight assigned to each of the N students

P = the pvalue (0 or 1). for an arbitrary exercise for \
ik student k of school i.

The national pvalue for the arbitrary exercise is

M. N. M

P ( L' El 2. P.;)/( a N. w.)
i.41,k1. 1 1 ism]. 1 1

Assuming

Var (Pik) is (32 for all i and k

Corr. (PL Pj ) o
1c74ek, e

and treating the weights, Wi, and counts, Ni, as fixed, the variance of
12- is

Var (P)
wi2a2)/(E w.)2 s K 1.; V.i
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Sat

Iri,thezecond representation of Var (P),

K a
2/(Z

L
N.w.)z

is a constant, and

2
V.

j. 6-1
C.

is proportional to the contribution of school i to the variance of P.

The proportion of the variadde of,..P\ clue to school its.3

M_
V./V , where V ms' E V.

+ . j
.3141

Requiring that school i contribute no more thati-Q proportion of the
total variance is equivalent to requiring

4Le

which is the orm of the trimming criterion used. The value of.p has
been set equal to .25.

A rationale of the selection of e can be obtained by requiring that
the contribution to the variance of P by any 'single school be no more
than ten times the average contribution by any school. That is,

V. < 10 V - (10/M) V+

so that 6 = 10/M. /
Values for 6 are shown/in the following table:

Booklet Average Number of Schools
Sample-Size Group Si ze per Booklet 6

2400 12 200 .050'
2500 16 156 .064
2000 16 125 .080
1200 16 75 .133

1 ,
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APPENDIX 7

EXanples of economic, education programs and other
policy issues that could be rel ted to achievement.

Economic/Fisca
(.1

1., General `State Fiscal Structure

a. 'General Expenditures
1) Total General Expenditure 1981
2) Elementary/Secondary Expenditure 1981
3) Postsecondary Expenditure 1981

b. ExpendituresPercent Distribution by Source

1) Percent Elementary /Secondary of Total General

ExpenditUre 1981
2) Percent Postsecondary of Total General EXpenditure 1981

c. ExpendituresPercent Change Over Time

1) Total General Expenditure Percent ,Change 1976-1981
2) Elementary/Secondary Expenditure .Percent Change

1976-1981
3) Postsecondary Expenditure Percent Change 1976-1981



2. K-12 Education Finance

a. Public Enrollment

1) Total Enrollment 1982'
2) Total Enrollment Percent Change 1978-1982
3) Elementary, Enrollment 1982

4) Elementary Enrollment Percent Change 1978-1982
5) SeCondary Enrollment.1982
6) Secondary. Enrollment Percent Change 1978 -1982
7). Average Daily Membership (ADM) 1982
8) ADM Percent Change.1978-1982
9) Average Daily Attendance (ADA) 1982
10) ADA Percent Change 1978-1982

b. Instructional Staff

1) Total Classroom TeaChers 1982
2) Total Classroom Teachers Percent Change 1978-1982
3) Elementary ClassrOci Teachers 1982
4) Elementary Classroom Teachers Percent Change 1978-1982
5) Secondary Classroom Teachers 1982
6) Secondary Classroom Teachers Percent Change' 1978-1982
7) Nonsupervisory Instruction Staff 1982
8) Nonsupervisory 'Instruction Staff Percent Change

1578-1982
9) Principals and Supervisors 1982
10)_ Principals and Supervisors Percent Change 1978-1982

c. eacher Salaries

1)

2)

3\

4)

Average Salary Elementary Teachers 1982
Average Salary Secondary Teachers 1982
Average Salary Elementary Teachers Percent Change
19T8-1982
Average Salary Secondary Teachers Percent Change

d. So

1)

2)

1978-1982

ces

T

T

of ;Revenue- -Total and Percent

tal Revenue Receipts 1982
tal /Revenue Receipts Percent Change 19781982

3) Parcent'Federal Revenue of Total Revenue 1978
4) Pe cent Federal Revenue of Total Revenue 1982
5)- Pe cent State Revenue of Total Revenue 1978
6). Per ent State Revenue of Total Revenue 1982

7) Perent Local Revenue of Total Revenue 1978
8) Precent Local Revenue of Total Revenue 1982

/

5 6
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e. Current Expenditures

1) Total ,Current Expenditure 1982
2). Total Current Expenditure Percent Change 1978 -1982
'3) Capital Outlay Expenditure 1982',
4) Interest on School Debt 1982
5) Total Current Expenditure Per Pupil in ADA 1982

i\ 6) Total' Current Expenditure Per Pupil in ADA Percent
Change 1978-1982

f. State Aid Structure

g. Pupil/Teacher Ratio

1) Elementary Pupil/Teacher Ratio 1 978
2) Elementary Pupil/Teacher Ratio 1 982
3) Secondary Pupil/Teacher Ratio 1 978
4) Secondary Pupil/Teacher Ratio 1 982
5) Teacher/Admihiotrator Ratio 1 978
6) Teacher/Administrator Ratio 1 982

K-12 Education Programs

1. Programs for Special Populations

a. Compensatory 'Education

1) Compensatory Education Students Served, 1980 -1981
2) State Funds for Compensatory Education 1980-1981

b. Special Education

1) Special Education Students Served. 1980 -1 981
2) State Funds for Special Education 1980 -1981

c., Bilingual Education

1) Bilingual Education Studehts Sewed 1980-1981
2) State Funds for Bilingual Educati n 1980 -1981

ri. Handicapped Enrollment.

1) Handicapped Children (Age.3-2 1) Served 1981

N2. State Mandated Testing Programs/Requirements

a. Elementary/Secondary Assessments
b. High School Graduation Requirements
c. Four-year College Entrance Requirements
d. Two -year College Entrance Requirements
e. Vocational /Technical Entrance Requirements

9-



State Programs of School Improvement

a. Curriculum
b. Planning/Accreditation
c. School Lnprovemeht/Effective Schools Projects
d, Dissemination/Adoption
e. Student Testing/Assessment
f. Parent/Community Involvement

4, Education Economic Development Programs

5. Business, Industry, Education Cooperative Programs

6. Math, Science, Computer Initiatives

7. Textbook Selection

8. Health Education

Quality of Education Workforce

.1. General DeScription of Workforce

a. Enrollment Pressures
b. Teacher Shortages

2. Standards

a. Teacher Preparation Requirements
b. Teacher Recertification Requirements'
c. Teacher Testing\Requirements/Prog ams

3. State Programs to Improve TeiChers/ ministrators

\ _

a. Stateencouraged local efforts
b. Teacher/Administrator Training Academies

1

4. Fiscal Incentives

a. Loans/Scholarships, Forgiveness
b. General increases in Salary

:c. Merit Pay Flans .

d. Salary Differentials

5. Nonfiscal Incentives

a. Sabbaticals, Workshops, Travel
b. Alternative Responsibilities

6. Career Opportunities

a. Relationship with Private Industry
b. Restructuring
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Legal/Constitutional

1. State Guarantees for

a.

b.

c.

Education Clause
Equal Protection
Other

2. Special Education

Education

(General)
Clause

a. Special Education Statutes
b. Civil Rights Statute

Equity in Education

a. Constitution

1) Prohibition Against Special
2) Anti-discrimination Clause:
3) Anti-discrimination Clause:
4) Anti-discrimination Clause:
5) Conscientious Objection

Legislation
Race
Sex

Religion

b. Statutes Prohibiting Race Discrimination

1) General -Provision (Cite)
2) PrivateAuse of Action (Can individual sue?).
3) State Enforcement Responsibility
4) Sanctions
5) Defacto Discrimination Prohibited
6) Affirmative Action Requirement

c. Statutes Prohibiting Sex 'Discrimination

1) General Provision (Cite)
2)' Private Cause.of.Action
3) Enforcement Responsibility
4) Sanctions
5) Defacto Discrimination Prohibited
6) Affirmative Action Requirement

d. Statute Prohibiting Discrimination Against Native Americans

1) General Provision (Cite) .\

e. Bilingual Edbcation

1) General Provision (Cite)
2) Private. Cause of Action

3) Sanctions
'4) Affirmative Action Requirement
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4. Choice in Education

a. State Constitutional Provisions
b. Compulsory Education Laws
c. Regulation of Private Schools
d. If Home Instruction Permitted
e. Aid to Private Schools
f. State Liaison Office for Private Schools

52
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APPENDIX 8

A SIMPLE METHOD OF EQUATING
STUDENTS' PERFORMANCE ACROSS BOOKLETS

Percentile ranking of students within an exercise booklet provides a
mechanism for estimating a student's performance on other booklets if it
can be assumed that the student would retain that same relative position
on the other booklets. This provides a mechanism for estimating a total
score for a student even though he/she was only assessed' with a subset
of the total number of exercises.

A conceptually comparable but simpler approach can be employed that
provides similar results, since 'NAEP booklets are given to randomly
matched samples.from the same population. The national p-values provide
a scaling of all the exercises on a scale from 0 to 100. By comparing
an individual student's performance on the booklet he took with the
scaled p-values, it is possible to estimate 'how many exercises he'might
have gotten correct had he taken them all. While this estimate is not
very reliable for an individual student, it can be used for analysis of
subgroups.

The only data needed tQ implement the approach are the national
lavalues, the individual's number correct (nc), and the total number of,
exrecises in'each booklet (n p).

Arrange the p-values by booklet in order as in Table 1. Count down
within, the booklet nc places and interpolate halfway between nC and
nc + 1. This number represents an ability scaling for the student.
Next count the number. of exercises across all packages with p-values
greater-than this number. This is an estimate of the number of exer-
cises the student would have gotten correct had he/she taken all exer-.
cises.

When nc = 0,interpolation is between 100 and the highest p-valUe 1n
the package.. Similarly when nc = an interpolation is between 0 and the
lowest ,p-value in the package:. Ih Table 1 assume a student taking
booklet A got four exercises correct out of eight. Find the average of
72 and 59 = 65.5 and count up the p-values greater than this amount = 8._

This represents the expected number correct for the complete set of
exercises or 8/24 = 33.3 percent correct. Lower numbers represent.
highest ability since the number represents the item level estimate of
difficulty that the student can handle.

If all that is required is a scaling of the .student's performance
across exercises (for regression analysis, etc.) then the level
obtained through the interpolation (65.5 in.this example) represents an
ability scaling that is' inversely related to estimated achievement.
convenience 100 minus this estimatemiight be used.

4
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Table 1

Exercise P4alues by .Booklet.'

Booklets
A B \C All

96 96

.92 92
88 88

84 84

80 ,

1
80

76 76
72 72

68 68
,64 64

60 60
59 59
58 - 58

57 57
56 56

54 54

52 52
50 50

48
46 46
44 44

43 43

42 42
41 41

40 40
Means 70.4 61,4 52.0 61..3

*Prepared by Don Searls.
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APPENDIX 9

T.NDICES TO MEASURE ABERRANCY,, BIAS AND GUESSING
TENDENCIES IN ITEM RESPONSE

PATTERNS2

Student. performance on a booklet is typically graded simply by

counting the number of items correct and using this measure as a total

score. Students with similar scores are assumed to be at similar
achievement levels. For, a given score, , however, the patterns of
response can differ dramatically and these patterns can provide insights
into student, item and subgroup (male, female, minoritie,'etc.) charac-
teristics.

For example, if the items conform to a Guttman scale (students
getting easy items correct and missing harder ones), which is often the

. intent of item developers, then response patterns that deviate from
expectation contain information about students such as tendencies to

guess, lack of concentration, test anxiety,- unusual learning,patterns
(they learn the harder material before they have mastered the easier

material), or possible bias in items against particular subgroups. If

particular it are biased or lend themselves, to guessing or do not
discriminate well, they will reveal distinctly different patterns of
response across students.

Pattems of response can be represented by a matrix of zeroes and
ones representing student responses to items. A row is associated with
each student and a column with each item. Ones represent correct

responses and zeroes incorrect responses. Arranging rows and, columns so

that items (columns) are arranged from left to, right in ascending order
of difficulty and students (rows) are arranged from top to bottom in

descending order-of achieved total scores results in a matrix that has
been called' the Student-Problem (S-P) table by SATO (1975) and Tatsuoka

(1978). An expected S-P table would be a matrix 'with mostly ones in the
upper left corner of the matrix and mostly zeroes in the lower right

corner.
2

Recently there has been considerable interest in identifying unusual
response patterns and several approaches have been suggested. Harnisch
and Linn (1981) documented these measures and added improvements.

The existing indices based directly on right/wrong patterns either

correlate response patterns to marginal patterns or measure simple

displacements from a Guttman Scale. They do not differentiate between
patterns that are characterized by ones appearing 'where mostly zeroes .

are expected (a tendency to guess) from patterns where zeroes appear

where mostly ones are expected (a possible bias if consistent, across a

subgroup) or for that matter from a general intermixing of zeroes and

ones' that could have many explanations.

2 A paper presented at the Spring meeting of the Colorado-Wyoming
Chapter of ASA by Don Searls.
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There'are a variety of others approaches for.exploring test item bias.
See Shepard, et al. (1980) for a comparison of six procedures and Ortiz
and' &earls (1982) for a regression approach. These approaches rely on
latent trait models or use marginal or summarized results. They tend to
require more assumptions than those that derive directly from the
response patterns.

This section describes an enhanced index of overall aberrancy (A), an
in ex that tends to scale on a bias continuum (B), an index that tends
to dale on a vessing continuum (G) and a combination that scales on a,
bi -guessing continuum (BG).

For any row or column of an S-P table let 3 represent the sum'of the
squared number of zeroes to the left of (or above) each one (1).

N l 2

a 21 E e. E (1-ek)I
i -2 koll

Where ei ii the ith element of the S-P matrix row or column and N is the
total number of ones (N

1
) and zeroes (N0) in the row or column. Then G

can be written as

.G m 3/N
0

2'
N
1

Let I represent the sum of the squared number of ones to the right of
(or below) each zero,

N-1 N
E (1-el) [ ek

kull+1

B can be written as

B I/N0N12 .

An overall aberrancy measure can be constructed as,

A - (2N1N0)-1 p.(Noi N13T/2

and the bias-guessing scale is represented as,

BG + 2(N N )-1 DN0I N
1
;T/2

0 < A < 1

-1 < BG < 1

where the sign of BC 2 sign of (N0I - Ilia), negative signs indicate a
guessing direction, positive signs a bias direction.

- 56 -
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Examples are presented for patterns of ten items with six correct
answers. Patterns are arranged in order of increasing aberrancy and
represent what a small portion of an S-P table might look like.. 'This

would be an unrealistically short booklet but the general principles are
apparent in these examples.

Stud ent

Order Item Response Pattern A BG G B

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 .00 .bo .00 .00
2 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 .16 .17 .02 .03

3 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 .21 -.26 .05 .03
4 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 .28 .53 .04 .11

5 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 .31 .42 .07 .12
6 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 .31 -.75 .17 .03

7 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 '0 0 .40 .87 .06 .25
8 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 .41 -.58 .21 .17
9 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 .47 -.94 .33 .11

10 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 .61 1.00 .25 .50
11 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 .61 -1.00 .50 .25
12 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.00 .00 1.00 1.00

!
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